Liyao Wu
June 28, 1938 - July 24, 2018

Liyao was a well-respected surgeon in China and an herbalist in US after his retirement.
Liyao saved many lives as a surgeon and helped many patients regain their health.
The family wants to thank Liyao's care taker John Chen who took well care of him while
was in nursing home and Hongjoo in Golden Nest Assisted Living who has been very
accommodating to Liyao's needs while he was there.
Survived by wife, Ruimei Zhen; children, Shiqun Wu & Zhixin Zheng, Lishun & Ting Wu,
and Zhongshun Wu & Xiuling Zhou; grandchildren, Kristine Wu, Michelle Wu, Jieyan
Zheng, Selena Zheng, Sihao Wu and Sicheng Wu; and many other family and friends.

Events
JUL
27

Visitation

10:00AM - 11:00AM

Klecatsky & Sons West Chapel
1051 South Robert Street, West St. Paul, MN, US, 55118

JUL
27

Funeral Service

11:00AM

Klecatsky & Sons West Chapel
1051 South Robert Street, West St. Paul, MN, US, 55118

Comments

“

Lai-ping and Yue-him Tam purchased the Beautiful in Blue for the family of Liyao Wu.

Lai-ping and Yue-him Tam - July 26, 2018 at 04:08 PM

“

1 file added to the tribute wall

Kristine Wu - July 26, 2018 at 12:09 AM

“

As a little girl, I remember my grandfather, who is to be remembered forever, helping
me with addition and subtraction with his fingers and toes. I will remember his white
dentured smile and his goofy nature around me. He was always ready to help me
with math when I didn't understand it, especially when I was in Chinese school and
was learning math from there. He was a very smart man. He and my grandmother,
who I want to be as compassionate as, came to America to take care of my sister
and me. They left everything they knew in China to be there for us. They were a
great help to my parents. I'm not sure what my parents would have done without
them there. His last words to me before he became too ill, were for me to do well in
school and to grow up and get a good job. And that is what I will do, for him, to honor
him.

Kristine Wu - July 26, 2018 at 12:05 AM

“

Kristine Wu lit a candle in memory of Liyao Wu

Kristine Wu - July 25, 2018 at 11:11 PM

